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Introduction
Vehicles of international relations, like diplomacy and economic aid, have at their core political
dimensions. This is a reality. Unless, therefore, there is assurance that increased American private
investment in India would not be the cause of political change in India--however desirable and
justifiable they are to protect the American interest--the Indian mind, fresh with memories of British
colonialism, which too had its beginnings as private British trade, would tend to look at this paper
with understandable skepticism. The assurance has to be convincing to the sovereign, socialist,
democratic Republic of India.
To say this does not belittle the value or topicality of this excellent seminal paper. Its basis is
not the mere sentiment of good will of a distinguished American professor who was in India recently,
but the economic rationale guiding the potential American private investor as to what and what not to
expect in India, viz the pluses and the minuses for investment opportunities in India. There could be
risk, but its degree appears less.
As a seminal paper, it has rightly not addressed specific areas of investment. Any indication that
the subject is goods and services for the tax-paying middle class should be viewed as illustrative
rather than priority setting. If increased American private investment is to really promote Indo-United
States relations at the level of the people, it is worth considering to invest in areas which affect the
preponderant component of India's population: the rural poor. Their needs are basic: nutrition,
drinking water, shelter, clothing, transportation and communications, health and hygiene. More than
getting these as aid, they would be happy with products and services produced with their own labour
and skills and at affordable prices. American private investment in capital and technology can
certainly give them these and at the same time has the opportunity ofmaking a competitive return on
its investment.

It is this prespective, rather than who are India's friends and who are not, which must bridge
relations with India on a people-to-people basis.

A.V. Raman
Deputy Director (Finance)
Central Institute of Road Transport
Pune, India
and Visiting Scholar, Strom Thurmond Institute

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

rnPROVING UNITED STATES-INDIA RELATIONS:
MORE COMMERCE, LESS DIPLOMACY
India and the United States are often referred to as the world's two largest
democracies. With this as a starting point, the two countries should have more in
common than not, particularly as to how they view and reactto the world around them.
However, this is not the case. Relations between the two nations over the last 30 years
can, at best, only be described as luke-warm. Why is this so? And what, if anything,
can be done to improve the situation assuming that most people in both countries want
better economic, cultural, and political ties?
Background
India is the world's seventh largest nation in terms of geographic size and the
second most populous, being home to almost 800 million people. Moreover, this
population is increasing at a rate of 15 million annually and should the trend continue,
by the year 2000, the country's population will exceed one billion and early in the 21st
century challenge the Peoples Republic of China as the planet's most populous
nation.
India is one of the world's ten largest manufacturing nations; is generally self
sufficient in food production; is a regional military power in terms of conventional
armaments; and is a member of the so-called "Atomic Club. " 1 It is also the world's
largest practicing democracy with a form of government that relies heavily on the
British and American models. 2 Difficulties are in governing a nation of numerous
languages, dialects, and religions whose practitioners often demonstrate as much
antagonism as tolerance toward one another. To accommodate this diversity, the
states of India, some 24 in all, have considerable political discretion and autonomy
in many areas. It can be said fairly that maintaining the geographic, economic, and
political integrity of the country is the first order of business of whatever government
rules from New Delhi.
India is the acknowledged leader ofthe Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) and the
spokes-nation for the lesser developed countries (LDCs), yet its 1988 per capita
income of approximately $260 is one of the world's lowest.*
There is a considerable range with respect to estimates of India's per capita
national income. The Statistical Outline ofIndia estimated Rs 2527 ($194) in 198586. In 1986, India Today estimated it to be something less than $300. One difficulty
is that some sources estimate per capita GNP, which would be higher, and refer to
it as simply per capita income.
·
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While the country has a mixed economy (state-owned and privately-owned en
terprises), its most efficient steel, chemical, and power generating firms are in the
private sector. It is also a nation of independent "shopkeepers," and in this respect,
dwarfs the British experience.
India has a free press in the western tradition and one that has survived since
independence. On a day in, day out basis, it is quick to criticize American policies
and programs, and reluctant, if ever, to question those of the Soviet Union. But
perhaps more important, the Indian press, without hesitation, criticizes its own
government at all its levels. 3 The political cartoon is used deftly to highlight national
and international issues.
The nation's intelligentsia have a love-hate relationship with the English lan
guage and to a lesser extent with Western customs in general. While English is only
one of the many languages spoken in the country, as a medium of government and
commerce, it is first among equals, even though used by less than ten percent of the
population. Few middle class Indian families would risk their children's education
at a school where English was offered, but not stressed.
In 1986 there were over 111 million students in primary and secondary schools
and 5.3 million in institutions of higher education.4 At the university level, English
is recognized for what it is -the international language.
With respect to foreign university options, American institutions are most
favored by Indian students. In 1987, some 15,000 were studying in the United States,
while one half million Indians were United States residents.
India is the predominant military power on the subcontinent, yet is still a country
with an enormous inferiority complex. It has fought three wars with Pakistan and had
several border clashes with the Peoples Republic of China. In 1988 long-standing
border disputes with both its northern neighbors remain to be settled.
With respect to its eastern neighbor, Bangladesh, it must contend with an
immigration problem quite similar to that confronting the United States in regard to
Mexico, that is, how to control immigration from a bordering, poorer, and economi
cally less advanced nation. To the south, relations with the island nation of Sri Lanka
remain unsettled, primarily because of the "Tamil problem."5
As a part ofthe British Empire, India contributed significant!y to the allies World
War II victory in southeast Asia. Its troops were equal to any in the theater. Indian
produced steel made a major contribution to allied requirements in the North African
and China-Burma-India (CBI) areas of operation.
India is one of the largest beneficiaries of United States foreign aid, receiving
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over $10 billion in grants and credits between 1948 and 1985.6 Approximately $5
billion has been repaid. Soviet and Soviet Bloc assistance totals less than $4 billion.
Total United States direct private investment in India in 1987 was.something less than
$500 million.

Diplomatic Activity, 1957-1983
The United States and India have maintained diplomatic ties since the latter's
independence in 1947. For most ofthis time government relations have ranged from
a low end "cool" to a high point "cordial." Going beyond "cordial" as a descriptive
adjective would be difficult to justify. As noted above, this is hardly the relationship
one would expect between two nations with much in common and many shared inter
ests.

United States-India antagonisms date from the late 1950s. In 1957 the United
States supported a Security Council resolution critical of India with respect to its on
going dispute with Pakistan over the Kashmir, still today one of the most volatile
issues in sub-continent politics.7 The resolution was ultimately vetoed by the Soviet
Union.
In 1959, as part of its (Soviet) containment policy, the United States formally
allied itself with Pakistan. A part of the package was large shipments of military
equipment and supplies to that country. Having fought a war with Pakistan in 194849, there was no way India could ever be convinced that these weapons could not
some day be turned against her. American assurances to the contrary were meaning
less.
After a decade of border incidents and guerilla activity, India invaded the
Portuguese enclave of Goa in December 1961. The United States publicly and
forcefully condemned the action. 8
In October 1962, clashes between Chinese and Indian forces erupted along the
disputed Tibet border. India was ill prepared for a large scale intrusion into what it
considered its territory. While the Soviet Union was publicly sympathetic to Chinese
claims, the United States chose to maintain a "hands off' attitude. Right or wrong,
India expected more western nation support than it received.
Two years later (1964) the Peoples Republic of China (PRC) exploded a nuclear
device. The following year India and Pakistan fought their second war. Four years
later in 1969, President Nixon reestablished contacts with the PRC, at a time of a
widening ideological split between Moscow and Beijing. A year earlier, in 1968, the
Soviet Union had ended its limited sale ofarms to Pakistan and firmly commited itself
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as an arms supplier and political ally of India.
In New Delhi, the perception now was of a hostile China and Pakistan, both with
ties to the United States. In November 1973, Indira Gandhi and Leonid Brezhnev
signed a treaty of friendship and cooperation.
The next year, 1974, India successfully tested an atomic device. Four years later,
the United States prohibited atomic fuel shipments to countries that had not signed
tlle Nuclear Non- Proliferation Treaty. India refused, and in 1988, gives no indication
of changing her position.
The current phase ofUnited States-Indian relations began with the 1979 Soviet
invasion ofAfghanistan. Russia's action was unanimously condemned in the West

and in much of the non-aligned world. However, in an emergency session of the UN
General Assembly in January 1980, India's representative abstained from a resolu
tion calling for the removal of foreign troops from Afghanistan. More vexing to the
United States was India's publicly stated (UN) position that Soviet troops were
invited into Afghanistan and would leave when requested by the Afghan government.

In 1980 the Indian government concluded a multi-billion dollar arms deal with
the Soviet Union on exceptionally favorable credit terms, although India continued
to purchase military hardware, in particular, naval vessels, from the West. However,
the 1980 agreement established beyond all doubt the primacy of the Soviet Union as
India's major arms benefactor.
With the inauguration of President Reagan in 1981, United States support for
Afghan resistance groups moved from a passive to an active mode. Effective support,
however, depended entirely upon the cooperation of Pakistan. A part of the price was
the rearming of that nation, a policy which was entirely consistent with the American
goal of checking Soviet expansionist plans with respect to southeast Asia.9 Military
aid for Pakistan continued in 1987 with the Reagan administration requesting $4
billion over a six year period. A major concern to India was the possibility of AWAC
aircraft being included in the arms package.
In 1985 a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the United States
and India eased restrictions on the transfer ofUnited States high technology items and
expertise. One result was an increase in diplomatic exchanges on several fronts
between Washington and New Delhi. Some of these had positive benefits, some not.
In 1986 India and the United States differed sharply on two important issues.
First, India strenuously defended its three year stewardship of the Non Aligned
Movement (NAM) which, by and large, continued its running attack on Reagan
administration policies ranging from the issue of sanctions against South Africa, to
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nuclear testing, to scrapping the Star Wars program. Numerous attacks on United
States positions were made by delegates to the 1986 NAM conference in Harare,
Zimbabe. At about the same time, Soviet communist Party Chairman, Mikhail
Gorbachev was accorded a hero's welcome on a state visit to India.
A second irritant to better United States-India relations surfaced when the
Foreign Affairs Committee of the House of Representatives voted 18-14 to cut aid to
India by $15 million from a recommended $50 million. A major argument in
committee was that India had pledged to financially assist Nicarauga (app~oximately
$10 million) and such was ample justification for the reduction. The Times ofIndia
editorially urged that the aid package be refused outright.
Perhaps the most potentially damaging event occurred when, in April 1987, the
Working Committee of the ruling Congress-I party passed a resolution which alleged
a United States-Pakistan conspiracy to destabilize and weaken India. The resolution
dominated the news for over a week. A front page, Times ofIndia headline read "A
United States-Pak Conspiracy to Weaken India: CWC."10
While it was generally understood that the resolution was primarily for domestic
consumption, essentially to divert attention from a growing number of Congress-I
failures, nonetheless its intemperate language made it certain that it would not be
forgotten in the United States. In part the Congress-I (CWC) resolution stated:
Despite vehement protestations of friendship, Pakistan has continued
to indulge in its nefarious game of sowing dissention and disharmony
in Punjab and Jammu and Kashmir. Its overt and covert support to
subversive forces in these States is a matter of historical record. It
does not need much ingenuity to discover who stands behind Paki
stan.11
The Times ofIndia editorially supported the destabilization charge.

The U.S. administration now appears to be more determined than ever
before to provide Pakistan with the wherewithal it needs to promote
American strategic designs vis-a-vis the Soviet Union and Afghani
stan even if that upsets the military balance in south Asia to the
detriment of India. From there to argue that the U.S. is engaged in
destablishing this country requires no great feat of the imagination
and this is precisely the argument advanced by some speakers in the
Lok Sabha discussion, including those belonging to the ruling party .12
(italics supplied)
The Congress Working Committee did not directly state that it was the intent of
the United States to destabilize India. This could have brought on a formal

diplomatic response. The strategy was to deliver the anti-United States message by
inference and innuendo.
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The second area of disagreement was India's bitter opposition to the United
States position which favored including services as well as goods in any new General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trades (GATT). Although the American position was one
generally supported by the industrialized countries, the tactic of the developing
nations at the Punta Del Este (Uraguay) conferences was to focus criticism on the
United States. India willingly assumed a leadership role in this respect. Indian
editorial opinion was virtually unanimous in its criticism of the United States
position.
A few weeks after the GATT meetings, Casper Weinberger became the first
United States Secretary of Defense to visit India. Items on the agenda were the
proposed purchase by India of General Electric 404 engines to power its projected
Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) and the purchase of a Cray model supercomputer.
These proposed transfers oftechnology were a direct result of the 1985 Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) between the two countries. Prior to the 1985 agreement,
export of high technology products to India was barred outright or so encumbered by
restrictions as to make these transactions prohibitively costly in terms of time and
effort. While the MOU still required a close United States review of technology
transfers, it significantly simplified procedures. Since the understanding, the export
ofproducts such as computer mainframes and communications equipment more than
doubled.
In December of 1986, the United States and other Western nations were
successful in getting United Nation voting procedures altered to give a greater voice
to countries making relatively large contributions to the UN budget. (The United
States share was 25 percent). One cost of rejecting the Western position was no
United States funding and the likelihood of a UN unable to pay its bills. India was
joined by most Third World and lesser developed nations in opposing reform. One
of their major objections was that the proposed reforms did violence to the concept
of one sovereign nation, one vote. The United States and Western inspired reforms
were roundly condemned in the Indian parliament and the country's press.
In 1987, several issues chilled United States-India relations. The first was the
American insistence that India accept the offer of the CRAY XMP-14 supercomputer
instead of the more powerful CRAY XMP-24. The Indian government contended
that the XMP-24 was the model under discussion. The United States position was
that the CRAY 14 was more than ample for India's stated purpose for wanting the
computer in the first place. 13 At the core of the issue was Reagan administration fears
that the computer might be used to develop nuclear weapons as well as its historical
concern over American technology being transferred to the Soviet Union.
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Commercial Activity
Trade between India and the United States dates to the 18th century. In 1988
three American flag shipping companies offer scheduled s~rvice to Indian ports.
Another ten, including the large, state-owned Shipping Corporation of India, also
service the United States-India trade. One American flag air carrier flies into India.
Air India is the Indian flag carrier on all international routes including United States

India.
The United States is India's largest trading partner, accounting for over 20
percent of its overseas markets, while the United States contributes about 13 percent
of India's imports. In 1980, United States imports from India totalled $1.2 billion
and exports to India $1.7 billion. In 1985 American imports had increased to $2.3
billion while exports declined to $1.65 billion. 14 United States-India trade statistics
for the period 1975-85 are as indicated.
U.S.-INDIA TRADE, 1975-85
(Millions of dollars)
Year
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

Exports to India

Imports from India

$1,290
1,136
779
948
1,167
1,689
1,748
1,599
1,828
1,570
1,642

$ 549
708
776
979
1,038
1,098
1,202
1,404
2,191
2,552
2,295

U.S. Trade Balance
+$741
+ 428
3
+
- 31
+ 129
+ 591
+ 546
+ 195
- 363
- 982
- 653

Source: U.S. Bureau of Census, Statistical Abstracts of the United States, 1980, 1985, 1987, pp.

876,818, 794.

American tourists visiting India increased substantially over the past seven
years. In 1980, approximately 79,000 United States nationals visited India. In 1986
the number exceeded 98,000. 15 During the period 1981-85, the United States led all
other western nations with respect to the number of business collaborations with
Indian partners. In this period, United States investment totalled $54 million. 16
However, the average investment of $80,000 was extremely small by international
standards.
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INDIA'S BUSINESS PARlNERS

(1981-85)

Country

Number of Sanctioned Collaborations

United States
WestGennany
United Kingdom
Japan
France
Switzerland
Italy
Sweden

675 (174)
628 (110)

577
322
190
186
170
84

(36)
(27)
(29)
(24)

(14)

Source: Business India (January 12-25, 1987), p. 30. Figures in
parentheses relate to joint ventures. In the first six months of 1986,
West Germany initiated 70 collaborations, the United States 67.

In 1987 two major economic agreements were reached. The first was the
agreement by India to buy a CRAY XMP-14 supercomputer. As noted above, India
originally had insisted on buying the CRAY XMP-24, a computer with greater
capacity. Agreement was reached when the Government ofIndia was convinced that
the CRAY-14 was not technologically inferior but only had less capacity than the
CRAY 24, and that the XMP-14 was adequate for its stated use of weather
forecasting. India also agreed to accept United States safeguards on the use of the
supercomputer.
The second agreement was the announcement of a joint venture between the
United States domiciled Whirlpool Corporation and Sundaram-Clayton, Ltd. of
India. Each partner will have a one-third stake in the undertaking with the remaining
one-third shares being offered to Indian stockholders. Ultimately, a full line of
household appliances will be manufactured in India.
On the other side of the coin, at the end of 1985 there were nine India joint
ventures operating in the United States, with an additional three pending. 17
Economic Profile of India

According to the census of 1981, India• s population was 665 million persons, of
which 344 million were male and 321 million were female. The literacy rate was
estimated at 36 percent. 18
In current rupees, India's gross national product increased from $176.7 billion
in 1983 to an estimated $194.8 billion in 1986-87.19 The targetted growth rate has
consistently been set at five percent or better; however, it has averaged only between
three and four percent over the past 19 years. The Reserve Bank of India estimated
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growth in 1986 at five percent.
Per capita national income in current rupees in the same period (1983-86) rose
from Rs 2,180 to Rs 2,527 but declined in dollar equivalent from $217 to $203. 20 The
all India average rate of inflation for the 12 month period ending in November 1986
was 8.7 percent.
In 1984, organized public sector employment was 16.9 million while the organ
ized private sector accounted for 7.4 million jobs. Growth in the various sectors
between 1961 and December 1984 is shown below.
EMPLOYMENT IN THE ORGANIZED SECTOR
Employment in Millions•
1961
1971
1976
1981
1982
1983
1984

All Public Sectors

Private Sector

Total

5.04
6.74
6.84
7.40

12.09
17.47
20.17
22.88
23.49
23.98
24.21

7.05
10.73
13.32
15.48
15.95
16.46
16.87

1.55
7.52
7.34

•End of March
Source: Statistical Outline ofIndia, 1986-87, (Tata Services Ltd., Department of Economics and
Statistics, Bombay, India, 19'86) p. 132.

Approximately 22 million persons were registered with employment exchanges
as of December 1983. Most are from urban areas. Registration is voluntary.
EMPLOYMENT SEEKERS BY OCC'UPATIONAL GROUPS
No. 31 Dec 1983
(000)

Groups
Professional, technical and related workers
Administrative, executive and
managerial workers
Qerical and related workers
Sales workers
Farmers, fishermen, hunters,
loggers and related workers
Service workers
Production and related workers, transport
eguipment operators and labourers
Worlcers not classified by occupations
(a) Below high school including illiterates
and others
High School and above but below graduates
(c) Graduates and above
Total

Percent

978.0

4.5

7.8
1,065.4
3.5

4.9

92.4
462.0

0.4
2.1

1,731.3

7.9

8,369.0
7,676.9
1,567.2

38.1
35.0
7.1

21,953.5

100.0

Source: India 1985 (Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Government of India, New Delhi,
1986) p. 229.

In 1986-87 central government revenues were approximately $37 .5 billion with
expenditures of $40.3 billion.21 Revenues are derived from six prinicipal sources.
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PRINCIPAL DIRECT TAX SOURCES
Taxes

No. of Assesses
(in lakh) during
1983-84

1. Income-tax
2. Corporation tax
3. Interest-tax (reintroduced from 1 July 1980
4. Taxes on Wealth
5. Estate Duty
6. Gift tax

=

49.3

4.37
0.72
1.20

Amount of Revenue
Collected
(Rs in crore)
1983-84
(BE)

1984-85

1,688.13
2,492.73

2,137.48 1,764.00
2,360.26 3,052.00

177.91
93.28
26.45
8.84

131.88
107.18
23.31
11.38

1985-86

50.00
104.00
22.50
10.00

=

1 lakh 100,000; 1 crore 10,000,000
Source: India 1985 (Ministry of information and Broadcasting, Government of India,
New Delhi, 1986), p. 262.

Personal income tax rates begin at 5.63 percent on annual income of Rs 20,000
and rise to 59.6 percent on an incomes of Rs 1 million. 22 With respect to corporate
income and business taxes, a statement by the United States Department of Com
merce, International Trade Administration, fairly sums the situation.
Indian corporate and other taxes appear high, reaching 65 percent
or more in exceptional situations. However, tax laws provide strong
incentives for industrial growth which well-managed companies use
routinely to their advantage. Thus, private firms making new invest
ments or which steadily expand their plant and production can be
virtually exempt from tax. The Indian Government has published
detailed tables showing that a hypothetical new, widely held, high
priority industrial company could have taxable income of zero in the
first year through no more than 23 percent in the ninth year. Again,
continuous expansion guarantees continuing low taxation. Indian tax
laws are complex. The most successful companies engage expert
counsel on tax planning.
The tax laws do not discriminate against companies with foreign
participation. Rates are lowest for widely held companies incorpo
rated in India. There are separate rates on dividends and other
remittances to foreign companies. 23

Improving Commercial Relations: Pluses
There are a number of positive forces which should work to increase United
States private investment in India. Some are obvious, some more obscure but none
theless important. The more obvious include:
*India has maintained a democratic tradition for the 41 years since independence
under extremely trying circumstances. This relative political stability is deserving of
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high marks from potential investors. In this respect, it is fair to point out that the world
landscape is littered with failed attempts at democracy by countries having a greater
potential for stability.
*India's Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi, has put forth a bold program to abolish
restrictive government regulations, encourage domestic and foreign investment, and
lower taxes. While the program has been less successful than anticipated, reforms
nonetheless are being undertaken. More important, the liberalization policies of
Gandhi have the full support of India's business community.
*India has a growing middle class, about 80 million people or ten percent of the
population, a group which probably accounts for 50 percent of India's GNP. They
are largely concentrated in urban areas. Most important, they have the money to
purchase quality consumer goods. Although small in percent terms by Indian
standards, 80 million people still is one third of the total United States population.
Some salary examples of this group are cited below.
INDIAN PROFESSIONAL (MONTHLY) SALARIES
Rs

Dollar Equivalent

Managing Director

25,000

$1923.00

General Manager, Private
Sector Company

15,000

1154.00

Indian Airline Pilot

12,000

923.00

Executive Chef (Five
Star Hotel)

10,000

769.00

Doctor (Private hospital)

10,000

769.00

Director, Public Sector

9,000

692.00

Divisional ManagerNational Bank

8,000

615.00

University Professor

5,000

385.00

Assistant Editor-National

4,500

346.00

Daily

Salaries include all allowances and perquisites. Exchange rate is Rs 13.00 = $1.00.
Source: India Today (July 31, 1986), p. 72.

*India has a mixed economy although one definitely tilted toward socialism.
However, the best run companies in India are in the private sector. Typically cited
are those enterprises promoted by the House of Tata. These include investments in
textiles, iron and steel, hotels, oil mills, power companies, chemicals, aluminum,
trucks, locomotives, and publishing houses. :?A While most of the Tata investments are
owned/managed by the Tata family and/or Indian stockholders, a growing number
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of investments are joint ventures with foreign companies.
In 1986 a planning group chaired by J.R.D. Tata, the titular head of the House
of Tata, recommended that Air India and Indian Airlines be privatized, i.e., be con
verted into joint stock companies. A major argument was that privatization would be
a means of raising additional capital for the airlines at a time of tight central
government budgets. In 1986 industrialists were named Chairman ofthe Board of Air
India and Indian Airlines.
*Wages in India are low, which is a positive consideration, particularly with
regard to manufacturing investments. Some examples of per capita annual earnings
of selected factory workers are:

PER CAPITA ANNUAL EARNINGS OF SELECTED
FACTORY WORKERS, 1982
Earnings

Industry

Rs 9658
Rs 8917
Rs 8198
Rs 8086
Rs 7941
Rs 7016
Rs 6527
Rs4511

Electricity
Transportation equipment
Cotton textiles
Electrical machinery
Chemicals and products
Basic metals
Rubber, plastics, coal products
Wood products

($743)
($686)
($631)
($622)
($611)
($540)
($502)
($347)

Source: Statistical Outline ofIndia, 1986-87, p. 139. Rs 13.00 = $1.00.

The downside is that many undertakings in India are labor intense by design, i.e.,
where possible labor is substituted for capital. This policy of utilizing labor at the

expense of economic efficiency dates from well before independence.
Less obvious pluses are:
*English is the language of commerce and government While the potential
American investor might experience some problems in adjusting to Indian customs,
there should be no problem with language.
*India has a reasonably good transportation infrastructure in place.

The

country's 38,000 mile rail system is well maintained and managed. Total road length
is about 1.7 million km, of which one half is surfaced. A national highway system
of 31,800 km is in existence with an additional 34,000 km planned. Domestic air
service is rated fair to good, while inland waterway and coastal shipping offer
possibilities for the future. The biggest problem in 1988 is that the increasing use of
highways may literally overwhelm the road system.
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*There is a widely shared belief on both the American and Indian sides that
economic relations can be improved independently of disagreements over political
issues. Periodically, United States business and political leaders visit India, and in
addressing various audiences, invariably cite the possibilities of more United States
commercial ties and investments in India. 25
*There are an increasing number ofcollaborations between Indian and European
business firms. Japanese interest in collaborations has increased over the past five
years. This statistic is probably more comforting to the potential American investor
than any words of reassurance emanating from New Delhi.
*A majority of government expenditures are earmarked for developmental
purposes such as roads and railways. In this respect, budget estimates for 1985-86
alloted 57 percent of revenues to such undertakings. 26 The extent to which these funds
will be spent wisely and managed efficiently is another question.

Minuses
*India's vast, unwieldy, suffocating, and generally inefficient bureaucracy is
well known both in and outside oflndia. One oft repeated quote sums the frustration.
God created India with rich mineral and human resources coupled
with nature's beauty. Realizing that God has given everything to
India, aggrieved countries approached God and told him that great
injustice had been done to them. "You should give justice to us," they
requested.
The Creator who gave a patient hearing· to these grievances, told
the other countries that he would compensate them by giving India a
bad government. 27
The loss to India due to government waste at all levels, Centre, state, and local,
is staggering. In its cover story, a leading general circulation periodical alleged that
"Every third rupee in the country is spent by some government department or other.
. . . and every fifth rupee out of that goes waste.',zs The cost is estimated at Rs 20,000
crore a year or $15.4 billion [Rs 13.00 = $1.00].
A large part of India's bureaucracy deals with the commercial sector. Delays in
obtaining licenses, permits, etc., is the most common grievance. In a 1987 address
to the Indo-American Chamber of Commerce, Mr. M.V. Sreedhar Menon, executive
vice president of the American Express Bank in New York, stated that removal of
regulatory statutes such as the Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act
(MRTP) and the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (FERA) would go a long way in
attracting United States investment. 29 The latest report by the Office of the United
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States Trade Representative concludes that India has a highly protected economy.
However, it is also fair to point out that the Indian business community worries
no small amount over the growing protectionist sentiment in the United States
Congress. Another long standing complaint is America's controls and procedures on
exporting/licensing its technology.
*India's unstated, but nonetheless real, policy of limiting the amount of substi
tution of capital for labor was mentioned above. Although partially offset by the
availability of plentiful and low wage labor, the policy must still be considered a
minus.
Of more importance perhaps, is the underutilization of managers, a point made
in a recent article in Business India. In part the article states:
Experience suggests that excess manning of 30 percent is fairly
common in our industry, particularly in manufacturing organizations.
In the service sector, including civil administration, excess manning
of 50 per cent is visible in some cases. While overmanning is justified
in our country on the plea of employment generation, its long term
impact on the motivational climate inside organizations is fairly dele
terious. Because overmanning exists across functions and hierar
chies, its demotivating effects are widespread. A principal outcome
is that a significant proportion of the manpower employed in organi
zations has little or no meaningful work. People are severely under
utilized and, therefore, demotivated. In fact, the general manager of
a profitable private sector company earning a salary ofover Rs.10,000
per month, revealed that he did not have more than half an hour's
appropriate work each day. Most of the time he was doing his
subordinates' work and, in the process, denying them their opportu
nity to work. This situation is common in other organizations. As a
consequence, we find that many senior persons are engaged in work
that ought to be done by their juniors.
The constant refrain that people in our organizations, as a rule, do
not work and are inherently lacking in the desire to work is patently
false. Instead, the truth is that in our organizations people are simply
not allowed to contribute. 30
*A solution for India's ever pervasive population problem and its attendant
poverty is not in sight. In 1987 Prime Minister Gandhi noted that 300 million people
still live in poverty.
Absent an effective population control strategy, the present situation severely
constrains the growth of an Indian middle class. It is this sector's taxes, personal and
business, that maintain domestic tranquility by financing government social pro
grams. A growing middle class is an economic plus with respect to encouraging
United States investment in India. To the extent that the discretionary income of this
group is taxed away must be viewed as a minus.
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*A continuing United States and western nation complaint is the lack ofprotec
tion for intellectual property rights. India is not a member of the Paris Convention
which recognizes and protects international patents and trademarks. 31 In fact, India
is a third world leader in attempts to have the Paris Convention modified. Its position
is that any industrial property system must recognize the needs of the non-industri
alized countries. For example, India feels that subscribing to the Convention would
undermine the development of its national pharmaceutical industry.
Two less obvious and less important minuses:
*A large segment ofthe English language daily press is United States baiting and
pro-Soviet. However, this can be endured, particularly since India's two leading
English language periodicals,/ndia Today and Business India, are essentially even
handed and unbiased.
*While it is well known that India's largest (and governing) party-the Con
gress-I~is socialist in outlook, not so well known is that the communist party is
active, well organized and holds a number of elected positions in govemment.32
However, in assessing the importance of an active communist party in a particular
country, it should be noted that such parties exist in most West European countries.
The communist party in India probably has less effect on central government policy
than does the communist party in Portugal, a country that was an original member of
the NATO Alliance.
Summary

In 1988 there are a number of political and economic facts of life that must be
considered when fashioning any future United States policy toward India. But more
important than the facts themselves, is the certainty that they will not change in the
foreseeable future. The political facts are:
India is a socialist nation and will continue to be a socialist nation. And while
it does have a private sector, it is still a government controlled one. Prime Minister
Gandhi's well publicized reforms are primarily attempts to improve economic
efficiency by scrapping cumbersome regulations and disciplining bureaucratic inep
titude. There was no marked shift from a planned to a marketplace economy. Mr.
K.K. Tiwari, former Minister of State for Public Enterprises, summed the philoso
phy of the ruling Congress-I party when he said:
In totality I can tell you that both (rightist and leftist) approaches
are becoming rather doctrinaire further from the realities of our econ
omy. As a country we cannot afford a free market economy. At the
same time we cannot live by myths and theologies of the left parties
in the country, basically the Communists. Congress Party has a pro
gramme which is an old legacy and has evolved through the freedom
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struggle and was given a shape in the provisions of the Constitution.
(It was declared) that public sector would be given commanding
height in the economy--that was a strategy which was well thought
out.
You '11 have to agree that some changes have to take place, you
can't remain static but change in this case does not involve any
reversal of the basic policies of the Congress. There has been no
dilution or attempt to water down the basic ideological frame work of
the Congress.33
The United States must be satisfied with this state of affairs and be content that
the Congress-I party is as dedicated to containing communism in India as the United
States is in the world.
*India has fought three wars with Pakistan. There is nothing, repeat nothing, the
United States can do to allay fears that United States arms shipments to Pakistan might
not one day be turned on India. Nothing short of a complete arms embargo (in
particular F-16C fighters and AWACs) and a policy of actively restraining Pakistan's
atomic weapons development program will satisfy India. This is impossible as long
as the United States supports the Afghan rebels, and a part of the price is arming
Pakistan.
The situation is quite similar with respect to the Peoples Republic of China. The
difference is that India-PRC hostilities were limited to border clashes rather than all
out wars. As long as the PRC is a de facto ally of the United States, the Government
of India will hardly give Washington the benefit of doubt should future confronta
tions with the PRC occur. No one expects United States policy toward the Peoples
Republic of China to change. However, when an acceptable solution to the Afghan
problem is achieved, United States arms shipments to Pakistan would be fairly up for
review.
*The USSR will continue to be India's chief arms supplier. At the same time it
must be realized that historically India has bought and will continue to buy, a
considerable amount of weaponry from the West. The Government of India has no
intention of becoming entirely dependent on the Soviet Union. In furtherance of this
policy, it is developing a naval shipbuilding capability and is well along in plans to
manufacture an indigenous light combat aircraft (LCA).
United States hopes in 1986 of weaning India away from the USSR by sched
uling a first time visit by an American Secretary ofDefense, approving the sale ofGE404 engines for India's LCA program, and agreeing to the sale of a CRAY supercom
puter, did little to improve Indo-United States relations. In fact, the acrimonious
debate over which CRAY computer India would be allowed to buy, on balance was
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probably counter-productive.
India will continue to regard the Soviet Union as a close friend and ally. This
will remain the case as long as India views United States-PRC-Pakistan economic
and military cooperation as a threat to her security. Equally unsettling from the
Indian point of view is the deployment of American forces at Diego Garcia and
United States willingness to use naval power to dot the "i" and cross the "t" of its
policy interests in the Indian Ocean, e.g., sending a carrier task force into the region
during the last India-Pakistan war.
For the foreseeable future, the Indian position will be one of an arms free Indian
Ocean. On the other hand, the United States is not likely to pull out of Diego Garcia
nor change its policy of using the fleet as an instrument ofdiplomacy anywhere in the
world.
*India will remain active in the Non Alligned (nation) Movement. A part of the
price of continuing as a NAM leader and spokes-nation for the Third World, is
consistent support of Third World rhetoric and economic goals, no matter how
outrageous these goals might be. India's policies in this respect will remain the same
until it recognizes the inherent contradiction in (1) being titular head of the Third
World and carrying all the baggage that goes with the position, and (2) being a truly
non-aligned world class nation.
The economic facts of life in India are:
*India will not immediately change its position with respect to including "serv
ices" in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. In time, however, it will, itself,
become a large regional exporter of services and as such be willing to compromise
over the issue.
*India's per capita income is one of the world's lowest. With a net population
increase of 15 million annually, it has no choice but to encourage both foreign and
domestic investment. The massive foreign investment required, of necessity, must
come from the West. On the other hand, domestic investment will only take place
when the Indian investor believes beyond the shadow of a doubt that the government
is serious in recognizing the private sector as an equal partner in India's economic de
velopment. With respect to both foreign and private domestic investment, the only
Government oflndia option is to significantly improve the investment climate. While
the reforms initiated by Rajiv Gandhi may sputter and occasionally stall, they will
continue because they must continue. India Today, the nation's leading English
language general circulation periodical summed the situation thus:
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Sooner or later, the Government will have to decide whether scoring
populist points with an urban electorate will help it more, in the long
run, than creating a better climate for investment and growth. In 1955,
both India and South Korea had per capita incomes of about $80.
Today, ours is under $300 while that of South Korea is over $2,000. 34
*Equal to the need for investment funds, is India's need for access to western
technology. But this will only come in large doses when India conforms to western
standards with respect to the protection of intellectual property. 35 Movement in this
direction will come from two forces. One is the critical need for western technology,
particularly in the electronics field. The second is that India is becoming an exporter
of intellectual property and Indian entrepreneurs are as much concerned about
protecting their proprietory rights as their western counterparts.
A reasonable forecast is that India will slowly move away from its present
position that any acceptable international industrial property/copyright system must
unreservedly satisfy Third World countries, i.e., must be available to them on an
unrestricted basis. 36
In addition to a large pool ofunskilled labor, India's pool ofsemi-skilled, skilled,
and professional persons is increasing. Technical education will continue to have a
high priority as will vocational training (there are over 350 polytechnic institutes in
India). While spaces at Indian universities are limited, overseas higher education has
always been an option. The United States is, and will continue to be, a preferred
alternative in this regard. As noted earlier, the availability and growing quality of
labor in India must be considered as a positive investment incentive. An added
benefit is that this pool of labor will be increasingly English-speaking.37
Conclusion
The United States and India have much in common but also many differences.
The question is how best to improve United States-India relations given the state of
affairs as outlined in this paper.
The beginning of wisdom is to recognize that in the short run, at least, political
differences between the two countries are unlikely to be bridged by diplomatic
efforts. If this is granted, United States policy must then look to the long term and
long term goals and how best to attain them.
The first long run goalis an internal!y stable India. But this can only be achieved
through the domestic political process or not at all. The United States has little, if any,
influence over events in this respect
The second goal is a secure India, one that does not feel threatened. This, too,
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is largely a matter of domestic politics, primarily the amount of rupees the Govern
ment of India is willing to allocate to its defense budget and its willingness to

compromise with its neighbors. Budget estimates for 1986-87 allocated 14.6 percent
of Indian revenues for defense purposes. In this respect, it is important to note that
present United States arms shipments to Pakistan are not really the issue. If United
States military aid to Pakistan was cut by 50 percent, India would still object. In
other words, any military aid to Pakistan would be criticized. Security for all nations
in the region--India, Pakistan, and the Peoples Republic of China--ultimately will
depend on agreements hammered out in New Delhi, Beijing, and Islamabad, not
Washington or Moscow.
The third long run goal of United States policy is a truly non-aligned India.
Today India seeks to further its and Third World policies by relying on the shear
weight in the numbers of the developing nations in world councils. 38 In the immediate
post World War II period the United States followed the same strategy by counting
on the support of historically friendly states in Europe, Asia and South America. The
American game plan ran into difficulty as the number of the new nations increased.
The strategy of the West today is to make its words heeded by use of its
overwhelming economic clout. The withdrawal of the United States and Britain from
UNESCO and the recent reforms in UN voting procedures are examples in this
regard. The Third World may well hold the balance of power [in numbers] in the
United Nations, but when western policy makers become pragmatic and play hard
ball, it does not really make any difference.
As in the case of the first two goals, a decision (by India) to abdicate its position
as titular leader of the Non Aligned Movement and adopt a truly independent foreign
policy, will be made in New Delhi, not Washington.
The fourth long run goal is an economically viable India, one that can sustain a
rate of growth sufficient to give hope to an ever larger population. This goal requires
institutional changes that will induce the commitment of resources to Indian invest
ments by the owners of those resources, both foreign and domestic. Out-right grants
to India by the West are declining. United States foreign aid to India in 1987 was on
the order of $50 million which is but 1/400 of India's annual budget. Moreover, as
India develops into a major power and, by definition, pursues its own interests, Soviet
grants can be expected to fall off. In short, an economcially viable India will depend
on even larger amounts of essentially private investment capital.
In 1986, total American direct investment in India was estimated at $450
million. How does this compare with United States investments worldwide and, in
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particular, developing nations? Some selected comparisons are indicated below.
UNITES STATES DIRECT INVESTMENT POSITTON ABROAD, 1986
(Millions of dollars)
All countries (total) ................................................................................. $259,890
Developed countries (total) ....................................................................... 194,710
Developing countries (total) ........................................................................ 60,609
Selected developing countries:
Brazil .................................................. $9,135
Mexico .................................................. 4,826
Panama ................................................. 4,352
Indonesia .............................................. 4,305
Hong Kong ........................................... 3,580
Bahamas ............................................... 3,217
Argentina .............................................. 2,986
Singapore .............................................. 2,291
Columbia .............................................. 2,049
Venezuela ............................................. 1,843
Egypt .................................................... 1,798
Peru ....................................................... 1,118
Phillippines ........................................... 1,117
Malaysia ............................................... 1,074
Thailand ................................................ 1,048
Taiwan ..................................................... 860
South Korea ............................................. 792
Nigeria ..................................................... 588
Ecuador .................................................... 536
INDIA ...................................................... 450
Libya ........................................................ 230
Chile ........................................................ 193
Jamaica ...................................................... 99

Liberia ....................................................... 84
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey ofCurrent Business
(August 1987), p. 65
In the context of India being the second most populous nation on earth, 7th in
geographic size, and one of the ten largest manufacturing countries, the paucity of
Unites States investment is something the Government of India ignores at its peril.
If the above goals are assumed to be reasonable, can American diplomatic efforts

make any substantial contribution toward their realization? The answer is very little.
United States diplomatic efforts over the past 30 years have failed to achieve any of
the cited major policy goals. More important, the attempts in many cases have been
counter-productive, a fact that State Department bureaucrats are loathe to accept.
A new American policy toward India would end the present small grant aid
program, would keep to a minimum high level diplomatic exchange visits, and, most
important, not attempt to justify each and every American foreign policy decision
that directly or indirectly affected India. On the other hand, American diplomatic
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policy would take as given India-Soviet relations and India's penchant for criticizing
the United States both inside and outside the United Nations. The new American
policy could fairly be characterized as one of benign diplomatic neglect.
What, ifanything, would be continued under this new policy? Continued would
be present low profile initiatives. These include continuing India's status as a most
favored nation trading partner, keeping the General Preference System for many
goods, encouraging American tourist visits, 39 encouraging cultural exchanges such
as the Fulbright program, maintaining the United States Information Service (USIS)
in India, but a presence consistent with a lowered level of diplomacy, and maintain
ing, if not increasing, Voice of America transmissions to South Asia.

The chief thrust of the new policy would be to encourage United States invest
ment in India. A part of the strategy would be to continually point out regulations and
laws which discourage investment. On the other hand, wide publicity would be given
to every Indian reform which encouraged investment. The new American ambassa
dor in 1989 would be a successful and respected American business leader. The
Commerce Department would replace the State Department as the lead United States
agency in India. The American Export-Import Bank would be encouraged to play
a larger role in financing United States investment, the extent of their commitment
depending on Indian economic reforms. Concurrently, the United States would
insure that its policy with respect to the export of high technology was clear and
unambiguous.

Under the new policy the 1986-87 dispute over which CRAY

computer India would be allowed to buy could not occur.
The salient fact for India to recognize is that gifts and grants by the United States,
Europe, Japan, and the Soviet bloc, no matter how generous, cannot create an
economy capable of significantly improving the lot of India's growing population.
The only alternative is private investment, private investment, and more private
investment. Appendix A recites in its entirety an article that first appeared in The

Dallas Morning News and later reprinted in the Journal of Commerce. It is an
excellent summary of many of the points raised in this paper about American
investment opportunities in India.
However, the opportunity to improve United States-India relations lies in what
is attainable, not what either side might wish for. What is attainable is more United
States investment. In this respect, the direct United States investment in India of $54
million over a five-year period is exc~edingly small, as is the total United States direct
investment of $450 million, especially compared to investment in other developing
nations. 40
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Concluded here is that there can be significant investment opportunities for
American capital in India. The problem is how to create the economic climate to
stimulate that investment. It would be politic to end this paper by asserting that
creating this climate depends equally upon both the United States and Indian
governments. However, this is not so. What is being talked about here is private

investment, investments by individuals and firms who are primarily influenced by
hard economic reality, not for "what might be" wishes of bureaucrats in Washington
and New Delhi.
As the saying goes, the ball is now in India's court.
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NEWS/TRADE 3A

India's 'Brainpower'
May Help It Build
Higlt~Tecl1 Muscles
Dallas Morning News
{JANGALORE, lndia-JJJdian
engineer., and computer w \tzzes
may well'be t11e brst bargains m the
h1gh-techn9logy industry.
W~ll-ectqcaCed, tl1ey can be
hi.red lor vemaps a nth to a quarter
ol th~ s11lar1es. pai therr counter
parts m Lhe UmCed tales and other
JJJdu~tri3lized countries. Tt,ey're
pleTJl\fut, too. Iiv one esllm;ite,
Indta s pool of Engllsh-sp,eak1nl
~ngincer:; .and computer sc1enllsl
s seconil,only LO _that of the Ul)ile
tales. ll s nth• ready SU P,ly O
ow-cpst
tec~l]1cai talent thTt lnrha
~
1s sellmg 1tsell as an up-an-com mg
player in computers and electron
ics.
"There's a tremendous irtelle~
tual manpower here, said
M.R.S.N. Rpo, gener3l man11gfr of
the KarnataKa State !ndustr1J.1 In
vesllnent and Development Corp.,
a government agency.
India's ~~tempt to grab a share
o( the world ~ culling-edge indus
tnes 1s loo:;enmgfcove~nmenl con
trols that m l11c ast isolated the
colmtry and r~\?rc cd it~ technolo~· ca1 progr~ss. J e ope111ng up ha:; l
go rte ali Il\f JlS or~•gn 11 rms m1g t
like, but 1t has allowed dozens ot
cornnames from th~ United States
and elsewhere lo gam a fPQthold m
:,vhat could well Be a rapidly grow
mg market.
. lndia',c; hl'g~-~echnology_(ndus
tnes.are m~ 1e1r mfancy, w1l'-1 PTO
ducl10I1 an exJX}rlS ~ neghg1ble
part ol wor d tqlals. Th~ ~mihtr:v,
flOW ver, t uts llS
lel)l13 by cil1ni_tte swift ~xpan~n m c ecJron1c indus~es 111 recent years. S mce
I 82, pr uct1on rose at an annual
pverage o 96% in computer~ 55%
in consumer elCTi1.ro111cs, "l., % 111
component<; and 9% jn commum
catmns and t,roa castmg.
The Jnd1an government (eels
the best 1s yet to come; It rqJec\s
that overalr outm•t m h1gf,, c.cf\no pgY.~roducts will re11ch :i, . 1,)1 liQn
u~J.
90, up from :!i2$.6 ilj1on 1n
1~)§! and less Umn 1 ti 100 m
Rlght now, it's in software that
Jndia 5elieve:; it can make Jlle most
unmedrnte 1filpa<;t outs1c e the
country. Alreac y, Indian des.1gn~rs
have 1,1evelop programs tor the
Miami Police Re1mrOnent, Ameri
can Expresf ~tlh 1g in Latin Amer
ica, Sw1ss31r:; passe11ger reserva
t1hns and the mlcrnallonal transfer
0
ITIOl!ey
SofJWa,e e](porls_
c imbed lo $J8 m\l IOfl in 19H6L~d
L11ey_are. nroJer:tC( lQJump lo auuut
:i;3(XJ m1ll1on m 199U.
But in India, as in many devel
opini nations, modern technolo_gy
hasn \ penetratefl very deeply.
Muse e ppwer stil does 1lluch o the
him! work 1 Ban~ ledgers and offi
fiml,recorus
are m places kept by
anWhat allows this country to take
ttim at 21st century technology is, in
1argon.tlrnJ.~ee1ns to bcJatcfimg on
111 lpcha
orampower -an asset
that s oljen not.as plentiful in other
developmg nallons.

•The thrust of our
policy has to be
self-reliance.•
-Sam Pltroja, Advlsar
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To Prime Minister Rallv Gandhi
On Technology lsauas

A nation of nearly 800 million,
India h~ a stronJ?; educatmnal tra.di
tmn. T ~governmeni rewrts that
lnct~a•s 50 or ,Q~ineer;ng coleng~neers a
leges. tu~·put ,J
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fllent CQrp., a.government electroh1cs 11roctucer m B~n_galQJl.
.
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ries vary \\'.td<:Jy, bu a Sol,tware proram mer m Bombay might nlake
?4Ji_roonth,Jt_bout a ten Ch of what
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coul earn.
For too~any years, India,'~ in
tellectual ta ent was underullhzed
Qr ern1J?;rat . Now, a government
that s tot.tnlmJ?: on technology to
SP,ur development wants lo put its
ectucated.WQrk force to use tiy eas
ing stujltlymg red tape on both
ctmnesllc and Torei~n technoloJ?;y.
A 1_1ew compu r policy crune
out in Noyemt,er 1 84, i,nd a s_oftware poltcy
Decf~cer 1986.
Th ener;p t rust o
th was o
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dustry.
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Appendix A

NOTES
1

India exploded an atomic device in 1974. Other members of the so-called
"Atomic Club" are the United States, the Soviet Union, Great Britain, France, and the
Peoples Republic ofChina. Other countries that may possess atomic weapons in 1988
are Israel and South Africa.
2

India is a constitutional democracy with a president as head of state and a prime
minister exercising executive powers. The form ofgovernment is federal, with power
being shared between the central and state governments as specified in the
constitution.
3

There are 470 daily papers published in Hindi and 123 Engligh language dailies.
American periodicals available in India include the International Herald-Tribune,
The Asian Wall Street Journal, USA Today, Time, Newsweek, and U.S. News.
4

"World Facts and Statistics," Collier's 1987 Encyclopedia Year book (New York:
Macmillan Educational Company, 1987), pp. 580-581.
5Sri Lanka

has two major ethnic groups. Buddists comprise over 80 percent of the
population, Tamil-speaking Hindus the remainder. The Hindus originally migrated
from south India, now the Indian state ofTamil Nadu. This minority has long claimed
they are discriminated against by the Sri Lanka government and in 1986 intensified
their struggle for an independent state. In 1987 conditions for a truce were worked
out between Sri Lanka and India with the latter deploying 15,000 troops to Sri Lanka
to guarantee the agreement. The main Tamil group opposed the accord and conflict
broke out between Indian and Tamil forces.
6

U.S. Bureau of Census, Statistical Abstract ofthe United States: 1987 ( 107th ed.)
Washington, DC, 1986, p. 785.
7

Kashmir was a predominately Muslim area in northern British India. At
independence in 1947, Kashmir was ruled by a Hindu maharaja. At first the maharaja
opted for an independent state but later agreed to a union with India. In 1948 India
and Pakistan fought an undeclared war over the region with Pakistan occupying about
38 percent of the area and India the rest.
8

After India's independence, Portugal retained three small enclaves on the subcon
tinent Goa, Damon, and Diu. All were forceably annexed by India in 1961.
9

United States military aid to Pakistan over the 1981-87 period was approximately
$3.2 billion.
1

CYJ'he Times ofIndia (April 19, 1987), p. 1.

111

'Summary of Resolution," Indian Express (April 20, 1987), p. 9.

12

"Ties Under Strain," The Times ofIndia (May 8, 1987), p. 8.

1

3The stated official difference between the CRAY XMP-14 and 24 models is that
the model 24 with its double processor has a greater capacity.
14

Statistical Abstract ofthe United States: 1987, p. 794. In 1983 United States
India trade peaked with United States exports at $1.82 billion and imports at $2.55
billion.

24

15
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